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EDITORIAL
HE NSW GUILD COMMITTEE aspublisherof
Morocco Bound has generally been pleased with
the quality of articles which have appeared in this

journal over the past couple ofyears and wishes to express
its appreciation tothe several contributors fortheir interest.
Some of the articles have been of such high standard that
some overseas organisations have sought permission for
reprinting in their own journals. As editor, I have strivett
to make this journal as interesting and informative to the
readers as possible.

In what lies ahead for Moroccu Bound is very much
subject to what you, the contributor (or potential contri-
butor), are going to study, research or questions whiclr
nray be asked. Morocco Bound is but a venue for you to
air your findings and a medium for you to use in widening
your knowledge. Quality articles on the various facets of
bookbindingand ofthe bookarts are verymuch indemand.
One need not be put offbecause he or she does not quite
have the knack for the written word: just present the facts:
it is the task for the editor to obtain something printable.

It has been my policy to return the edited drafts to their
respective contributors for checking prior to printing. ln
lnost cases, as Morocco Bound is presently a completely
"in-house" produced publication, revisions oftext can be
accornmodated to give better conciseness and,/or clarity.
But please. do not be like one conffibutor who objected to
having his very lengthy account substantially edited (to
give better clarity) and withdrew the article altogether!
With the time wasted on that editing exercise, I do expect
better commitment. So please, do not be offended; this is
not a Sydney daily or a publishiug house - authors don't
always get preferential treatment at those places.

Articles appear more interesting if illustrated with photo-
graphs and sketches. Photographs whether BW or colour
should be in focus and have good contrast to give the best
reproduction. Size does not matter but not too small.
Sketches can be redrawn to suit, so only the basic rudiments
are necessary; you do not have to be a polished draftsman.

Please let rne hear from you.
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SOME WRITERS ON THE TECHNIQUES OF MARBLING PAPER

BARRY McKAY

T IS GENERALLY AGREED by historians of the
subject that the technique of marbling developed in
the Middle East in the late 14th or early 15th century.

The possibility that earlier Oriental marbling techniques
were known in the Middle East, whilst allowable, seems
unlikely. The pigments used by Islamic marblers, being
largely inorganic, would not behave on a bath of water in
the same manner as the organic pigments used by the
Japanese suminagashi masters. It seems evident that
accident followed by experiment led to the adoption of a
gelatinous size as the medium on which to best control and
manipulate the colours. It is certain that by the mid-l5th
century the craft ofmarbling was well established in Persia
where itwas c alled, abi;cloudy or shadowed, paper. It was
this form of marbling that George Sandys must have seen
in l610 when he wrote

They cuiously sleek their paper, which is thicke;
much ofil being coloured and dappled like chamelot;
done by a trick they have in dipping in water.o)

Marbling was known in Europe before that date.

The earliest example of Islamic marbling is dated 1477 . lt
seems that European paper was sent to Turkey to be
marbled prior to importing the finished product back into
Europe. This early marbled paper was introduced into
Europe via the long-established trade-routes through
Germany and ltaly. For many years marbled paper was
known in Germany u Turkisch papier, a decisive clue, I
submit, to its origin. It may seem strange that western
paper wix exported to the Near East but it was, and the
trade was significant and continued for some time. John
Cbardin, writing in the second half of the 17th century,
described the local product as

Brown, foul, ragged and overlimber, ... they use a
great deal of European paper.Q)

Due to their importance as importers of marbled paper,
Germany and Italy were to enjoy a domination of the
market for many years, possibly until the closing decades
of the lSth century. Ln1764 Robert Dossie noted that

The manufacture of gilt and marbled paper has not
been so much cultivated in this country as it were to
be wished since very great sums have always been
paid annually to Germanl, and Genoa in this account.G)

The earliest use of marbled papers in western Europe
seems to have been as decorated leaves interspersed through
the albumus amicorum or friendship books popular in the
late l6thand early l Tth centuries. These volumes contained
mottoes, songs, poems and occasionally also drawings
contributed by friends of the owners. One of the earliest,
datable examples is that owned by Theodore van W:rssen:rer
en Douven-Voerden which seems to have been bound in
1598 and contains contributions dated between that date
and 1503. It is interleaved with 20 small sheets ofmarbled
paper, I I of which are marbled on both sides. One of the
leaves carries a watermark of a shield surmounted by a
double-headed eagle; a paper, according to Briquet, from

Soter's Mill in Soligen near Cologne between 1588 and
1595.(o)

Francis Bacon in 1627,was the earliest English author to
show awareness of the technicalities involved in marbling
when he wrote that

The Turks have a pretty art of chamoletting of paper
which is not with us in use, they take divers oyled
colours and put them severally in drops upon woter,
andstir thewater lightly and thenwettheir poperwith
it and the paper will be waved or veined like chamolet
or marble.6)

The first Europeanto write detailed instructions formarbling
was Daniel S chwenter. He died in I 63 6 and his unpublished
papers were gathered together and edited by his amanuensis
George Harsdorf and published in 165 l-53 under the title
Delicae physico-mathematicae oder mathemat und
philosophische erquickstended. Nthough concise to the
point of brevity, Schwenter presents an authentic
contemporary account of the marbling process, with a
particular reference to the production of floral marbled
patterns in the Turkish ebru styls.t0)

Schwenter' s work though, seemingly the fu st to be written,
was pre-dated in its publication by Athanesis Kircher who
published his Ars magna lucis et umbrae in Rome in 1646.
This work, which reflects the author's interest in optics and
light and i:r action and reaction to pigmentary colour,
contains the fust detailed description of the technique of
marbling on paper. Kircher describes in sufficient detail
to be of real practical value the method of producing and
refining the size and the preparation ofthe colours, and he
includes instructions for the production of three patterns.{r)

There was, in the 17th century, a view fust postulated by
Fralcis Bacon, that men of learning might enquire into
trades without demeaning scholarship. The concept that
such a study could help to bring about the establishment of
the universal truth of scientific principles w,N originally
dismissed as vain and supercilious iurogance. However
the idea took hold and in no mind more fertile than that of
the great John Evelyn who almost certainly suggested to
the Fellows of the Royal Society that they should produce
a history of trades. In I 66 I Evelyn drew up a list of trades
suitable for study and included among them the manufacture
of marbled paper. Eventually Evelyn lost interest in this
line ofresearch, partly as a result of

the many subjections of conversing with mechanical
capricious persons

a.nd partly from a commendable concem that, by disclosing
the secrets of trades, he would

disoblige some who made those professions their
livings, or at least debase much of their esteem by
prostituting them to the vulgar.@\

We must be grateful that these concerns did not occur until
Evelyn had made public some of the results of his study.
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Irr January 1662,Evelyn gave to the Royal Society
an exact account o_f the making of marbled paper.

The paper he delivered on that occasion gave practical
instructions of such accuracy and insight that it seems
obvious tlut he had closely observed the process of
marbling.(e) Evelyn rnust have been aware of Kircher's
interest in marbling; they knew each other and Evelyn lud
visited Kircher in 1644 and viewed the latter's collection
of

u thousand crotchets and device,s.

There are however sufficient differences between the
accorults r.l.ritten by the two men to refute the possibility
that Evelyr was merely rewriting Kircher. Evelyt begins
his accouut with instructions for the rnanufacture of the
trough and the preparation ofthe size. He then discusses
the colours calling fora slightly different range ofpigments
than Kircher. Evelyn's remarks on manipulating the
colours are less detailed than Kircher but he does include
instructions for the manufacture of a marbler's cornb
recomrnending the use of a straight stick into which is
inserted small pins 'such as women use'. He goes on to
state that

given a dextrous hand one can cause the colours to lie
in other.fantastical postures representing serpents or
,sctrne -flourish or textiletter.

Evelyn suggests that, after marbling, the paper should be
left to dry and then polished; he also refers to the practice
of sprinkling shell gold among the colours md finally
notes that

one that were very dextrous at applying qfthe paper
lo the colour may marble both sides.

Detailed recipes for marbling appeared in the second
edition of Chambers Cyclopaedia in 1738, Postlethwayt's

Traditi<-rnal marbleizing tools shown in Diderot and
d'Alembert's En cyc lop 6di e.
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Dictionary of trade and commerce of l'751, Croker's
Dictionary of arts and science of 1764 and the
Encyclopaedia Brittanica of 1771. All these accounts are
either based closely on or taken, all but verbatim, from
Evelyn's text as it appeared in Houghton.

There was a variattt account published in the first half of
the lSth century in Godfrey Smith's Laboratory o-f school
olhrl published in I 73 8. Smith's book was a compendium
of artists' so-called 'secrets' which he drew from un-
named German sources. The text on marbling which was
presented by Smith was probably drawtt fiom Kunst-und
werk-s'chul of 1705 which he augrnented with his own
observatious.(r0) Smith'sbookhasthe houourofcontaining
the first published illustration ofthe technique ofmarbling.
In the text Srnith describes the zig-zag method of drawing
the colours together as being done in 'a sort of serpent
figure' ar instruction taken quite literally by the engraver
of the plate who fumished the said 'serpent' with scales.

The next major teclurical account to appear in English was
published in 1758 when Robert Dossie included a chapter
on 'The method of preparing and colouring the marbled
paper' in l.i,s Handmaid to art. There are a number of
similarities between Evelyn and Dossie; each was,
scientifically speaking, very much a man of his time.
Evelyn, a Fellow of the Royal Society, was a 17th century
scientist concemed more with the accumulation of leaming
that with its practical application in everyday living!
Dossie was an l8th century rational chemist, a member of
the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures
and Commerce (later the Royal Society of Arts), and a man
whose writings display a concern for the practical and
commercial application of experimental research.

Dossie uses the traditional method of preparing the size but
suggestsa far wider range of colours than the earlierwriters.
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Marbleizing workplace and tools for preparing paper (Diderot

and d'Alembert's Encyclopidie).
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He discussesthe production ofseveral patterns andthe best
method of dampening paper prior to use and notes the
desirability of mordanting paper prior to marbling. As
other writers had drawn on Evelyn so Dossie in turn
became a primary source and his account was still being
reprinted, all but verbatim, in 1828 when it appeared in
Cowie's .Boo kbinders' manual (recently reprinted in USA
edition.. Ed).

During the I 7th and I 8th centurie s the literature of marbling
had remained the preserve ofscientists and the editors or
compilers ofencyclopaedias and artists' handbooks. It
was only in the early l9th century that a manual written by
an actual practitioner finally appeared. There are probably
a number of reasons for this, principally the necessary
combination ofliteracy combined withtechnical knowledge
and, pertaps mostimportant ofall, the desire ofa tradesnan
to preserve the secrets ofhis craft; a secrecy which to a
greater or lesser degree resulted from peer-pressure and
trade competition.

Hugh Sinclair, a Scottish marbler, broke with tradition and
issuedthe fustpractical manual ofmarbling to be the work
of an acknowledged practitioner. Only five copies of his
bakThe whole process of marbling paper axe known to
have survived. Three have title pages which carry the
author's name and the date of 1820 while the other two
copies have no title pages. It has b€en suggested that there
were two editions of this book; one (those copies without
title pages) from and editian of circa I 8 15, the other (with
title pages) from a 'second' edition of 1820. Sinclair
appears in a Glasgow directory of 1810 where he is
recorded as a marble-paper maker of 3l Bell Street;
another reference of l8l7 gives his address as 3l Salt
Market. He claimed to have had several experiences in the
production of marbled paper during which time he had
produced over 2000 reams of paper. Sinclair's manual
gives instruction for the production of size and he also
expands on the range of colours recommended for use
together with hints on their mixing to produce different
shades. ln the essence of his work however, are the
detailed instructions for the production oftwelve patterns.
It is to be profoundly regretted that Sinclair's system of
nomenclature for these patterns is, with one exception, to
simply number them.(r r)
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The problem of contemporary nomenclature of marbled
patterns was eased slightly in l8l7 when Henry Parry
referred to three patterns: Dutch, Shell and Stormont, in his
Art of Bookbinding but the problem of naming patterns
continued until 1853 when Charles Woolnough iszued the
fust edition of his classic work, The Art of Marbling.
Woolnough's book is arguably the single most important
work in the history of marbling. It is certainly the most
comprehensive and best illustrated manual in English. A
large number of original samples of paper are interleaved
through the text and include several 'stopped' samples to
display the evolution of the patterns. Woolnough's manual
contains the accumulated experience of a mam with a
lifetime of practice. A second edition of Woolnough's
book appeared in 1854 and a third, greatly expanded,
edition retitled The Whole Art of Marblingwas published
in 1851.

Between the second and third editions of Woolnough,
another manr al appeared which deserves notice. In I 854,
James Sumner issued a slender booklet of 24 pages titled
The Mysterious Marbler. Sumner was ajourneyman who
had worked in several towns in the North of England and
his book was printed in Newcastle.upon-Tyne. It was
priced at eight postage stamps and was available from the
author or from the secretary ofabookbinders trade union.
Sumner seems to have been quite committed to the trade
union and his writing displays a st€rn lack of conformity
which is not unknown in the Noth today. Woolnough
adopted a rather patronising attitude to Sumner and claims
to have met him in a Northern manufacturing town where
Sumner was seeking work. Woolnough claims to have
given Sumner a small amount of money whereupon the
latter presented Woolnough with a copy of his booklet,
claiming as he did that 'he had taken it out of ahalf-guinea
book by one Woolnough of fondon'.(tz)

One man stands out in each of the fust three centuries of
English marbling; Evelyn in the l7th, Dossie in the l8th
and Woolnough in the 19th, and these form the focal points
for the study of English writing on the subject. After
Woolnough major changes in the range of sizes and in the
manufacture and preparation of colour came about so that
with the passing of Woolnough the traditional era of
marbling can be said to closed.

First publishedAnriquarian Book Monthly Reviewlnow Antiquaian Book Monthfl,volume l9 number 216, April 1992.
Reviser September 1995 for Morocco Bound.

NOTES AND SOI]RCES

@ Barry McKay 1992,1995.

(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

G. Sandys
J. Chardin
R. Dossie

F. Bacon

Travels in Persia
Handmaid to Art
Album Amicorum
Sylva Sylvarum

Relation ofaJourney begunin l6l0 ... London, 1615.
Edited Penzer, London, 1927.
London, 1764.
Bodleian Library, Oxford: Douce Ms22l.
London, 1627.

(7)

(8)

A translation of Schwenter's text is included in B. McKay
Marbling Methods and Receiptsfrom Four Centilies Oxford & New Castle, USA, 1990.

A translation of Kircher's text is included in B. McIGy
Patterns and Pigments in English Marbled Papers Oxford, 1988.
Letter to Robert Boyle, 9th lv{ay 1675.
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(9) Evelyn's account was fust published in J. Houghton
A Collectionfor the Improvement of Husbandry and Trade
vol 13, numbers 360-362, June 1699
and has been reprinted in several more recent publications including

C.M. Adams, Some Notes on the Art of Marbling Paper in the Seventeenth Cenrury
in Bulletin of the New York Public Library Vol 5l number 7 ,Iuly 1947,

A. Haemmerle Buntpapier Munchen 1977, and
McKay Pattens and Pigments, op.cit.

(10) Reprinted in B. McIfuy Marbling Methods and Receipts, op.cit.
(l l) Sinclair's text is reprintedin The Wole Art of Bookbindins fwithJ the Whole Process of Marbling Paper,

with an introduction by Bemard Middleton and notes by Richard J. Wolfe Austin, 1987.
(12) C. W. Woolnough The Whole Art of Marbling London, 1881, introduction.

BIOGRAPHY
Barry McIfuy was born rn Whitehaven in Cumbria in 1948 * a catalogue of eighteenth-century Cumbrian printed
and educated at Chetwynd and Barrow Tech. For several books;
years he worked for Blackwells in Oxford where he * a transcription of Cumbrian chapmen's inventories
specialisedinbibliographyandfineartsintheirantiquarian 1670-1770; and
and rare books division. In 1986 he established his own * atranscriptionoftheday-booksofJohnWare,printer
business trading as Barry McKay Rare Books. He andbooksellerof Whitehaven 1799-1805.
specialises in all aspects of the history, production and
distributionofbooks,adisciplineherefersto(pretentiously He hopes to live long enough to complete these works!
according to his wife) as 'the art & structure of the book'.

For amusement he climbs mountains, drinks beer and
He has written or edited several books and many axticles watchesrugbyandcricket. HehastwiceseentheAustralian
and reviews for a number of English periodicals. His RugbyUnionteamplayatTwickenhamandtwiceseenthe
books on marbling are: AustalianCricketteamplayallordsandEdgbaston;with
(i) Pattems and pigments in English marbled papers; one exception Australia have won each time.

and account ofthe origins, 5ources and documentary
literature to 1881. Oxford, 1988. The NSW Guild is in regular receipt of catalogues from

(ir) Marblingmethodsandreceip*fromfourcentuies, Barry about the art and structure of the book including
with other instructions useful to bookbinders. Printing & Typography, Bookbinding
Oxford and New Castle, Delaware, 1990. Papermaking & Decorated Paper

Graphic Processes, Bibliography & Book Trade
Since moving back to the North of England from Oxford, History, and many others.
he has been able to pursue his studies into the history ofthe
book trade in Cumbria, research assisted by a centenary Catalogues may be perused in the NSW Guild's library.
bursary from the Bibliographical Society in 1994. At
present he is contributing Cumbrian entries to the British Barry's address is
Book Trade Index and compiling a bibliographical historic
directoryofmembers of the Cumbrian booktrade to 1900. Barry McKay Rere Books
Other narrow areas of research have lead from his cental Kingstone House
theme and he is compiling material for Battlebarrow

Appleby-in-Westm orelend* a history of the chapbook trade in Cumbria and a CITMBRIA CA16 6XT UK
bibliography ofCumbrian printed chapbooks; Telephone (017681) 52282 Fex (0176t3) 52946

CLASPS AND FITTINGS FOR OLD AND NEW BOOKS

Klaus Miiller
Buchbeschliige - Miiller

Kirchstrasse 49
D-76829 Landau

Deutschland (Germany)
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Copperplate engravings Marbreur de Papier (The Paper Mar-
bleizer) taken from Diderot and d'Alembert's Encyclopi:die
( I 765) showing the steps involved in marbleizing as it was done
over two hundred years ago in a typical workshop of the time.

'l'he illustrations show each operation in the production of marb-
led paper being done by a different worker in order to show all
ofthe steps ofthe process although only one person was usually
employed and performed all of the operations one after the other.
hr the top illustration, the person at Fig I is preparing the size;
in Fig 2 the pigments are being ground and pulverised; Fig 3
(window) colours are being dripped onto the size with a small
brush; in Fig 4 a comb is being drawn through the colours to
create the pattem; Fig 5 the floating pattem is being transferred
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to the paper sheet: Fig 8 the wet sheets are being hung up on the
lines to dry.

On the left side of the lower illustration are two bookbinders.
The person in the rear (Fig I I No 1) is forming the pattems with
a stick: the person (Fig I I No 2) is dipping the books in a rray to
transfer the pattems to the book edges.

The paper is again drawn through a thin glue solution by the
person at Fig 10 No 2 and dried to preserve the fine paper after
the colours have been applied. The person at Fig i0 No I is
pressing to a smooth finish with an agate stone as particularly
rough paper needed to be treated in this way; Fig 9 is rubbing the
paper with a waxed wool cloth.

6
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Stone Marbled PaPet
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TYPES AND PATTERNS OF MARBLED PAPER

Swedish Marbled PaPer

Wave Marbled PaPer

Snail PattetY Mttrbled PaPer

Tiger Marbled PaPer

Bouquet or Peacock Marbled PaPer

Veined Marbled PaPer

Comh Marbled PaPer
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PRINTED SPINE LININGS
Bookbinders certainly do not waste paper. Further to the
notes from Michael Mathew inthe N^SZGuild,s Newslet
ter of August 1994 re spine lining with printed paper, I
have zur interesting story.

Last year, I replaced the back ofa cloth bound textbook,
"fornes Dental Surge4t, 1859. On removing the dalnaged
back, I found its lining to be of printed paper. This was
eased offand, on close inspection, proved to be from the
Easter Service of the Anglican Prayer Book. (See the
illustration below). It was illustrated with line drawings
and included some printed in red, in particular, the capital
A of a paragraph.
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T. R. Corbett.
Coogee, NSW.
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HANDY HINTS
CLOTH INLAYS

Most people know that to make a cloth inlay of (say) black
cloth on a red backgrould, one tapes an oversized piece of
black cloth over the red and cuts around the outline tlrough
both thicknesses, A ... A.

lnlay BlackArAv

Red

The underlying piece of red is removed and replaced with
the matching piece ofblack. A pointed cutting knife is best
for this, but no matter how carefully you cut it, it is
common to find a tiny sliver of board showing round the
edge when the inlay is inserted. If using leather, you c.ul
push it around to fit perfectly, but not with cloth. Disguise
the misfit by painting the board round the edge ofthe insert
with a matching red paint before glueing in the black so
that if abit of board daes show, it is indistinguishable from
the cloth, B ... B.

Misfit
I

COLOURED HEADS

Without going into the many ways of colouring the head
ofa book, I would like to report that using a spirit based felt
marker is no, one of them! Even if the book is clamped up
very tightly, the dye soaks into the paper and the colour
'bleeds' onto the page for l-3mm. It is better to use a
waterbased paint with the pigment suspended as a solid,
such as gaphite or acrylic, or even watercolours.

June McNicol
Annerley, Qld.

LEATHER SPLITTING
Suzy Braun of the NSW Guild has located another organ-
isation who is able to undertake leather splitting. Suzy has
again offered to manage orders for members and she
proposes to forward a batch during the end of April 1996.
People interested in her offer should contact Suzy on
telephone (02) 558 6556 for frrther details.

FOR SALE: TYPE mainly in Times, Gill Sans and
similar faces in 8 - 24 point sizes. Decorative blocks and
lines. Michael Mathew

1 Metzler Place, GORDON NSW 2072
Telephone: (02) 498 3522

lnlay
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